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S
nakes and Ladders is one of the great learning activities
for young children. However, as I have often argued, it
is not a real ‘game’ (Gough, 2000, p. 7). Firstly, it
provides no scope for an individual player to choose what
to do. Many adults will recall having said at some stage of
almost terminal boredom, ‘Here, you keep rolling for me,
please, and I’ll go and put on the kettle and get some after-
noon tea. Tell me if I win.’ Secondly, it has no interaction
between players. Anything I do, with my lucky counter, step-
ping along the board, rushing up ladders, and plummeting
down snakes, is totally independent of anything that you
and your counter do. In short, everything depends on who
is luckiest with the dice. It is a pseudo-game, a ‘luck-race’
(Gough, 2001, p. 18). But it is extremely useful for intro-
ducing young children to a standard game format (rolling a
dice, and moving a counter around a board which contains
‘good spots’ and ‘dangers’). It also helps children learn good
games manners. Taking turns, playing politely, being a good
loser, or a gracious winner.
How could we change Snakes and Ladders so it becomes
a proper game? We will consider this shortly. But in the
meantime, consider these features for possible change:
• the board;
• the number of counters;
• the randomising device (different dice, or a pack of
cards, or a spinner); and
• the rules of play.
A similar pseudo-game, luck-race is sometimes known as
Beetle (The Way to Play, 1975, p. 163: this is also available
as a commercially published game, with real plastic beetle
parts, which are fun to assemble). Essentially this is a dice-
race in which players take turns rolling a dice. A special
letter-dice can be used, or a number-code:
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contain fewer or no obstacles. Many
commercially published board games,
especially those which have film or
book tie-ins, are little more than
dressed up versions of Snakes and
Ladders. With experience, by carefully
analysing the playing board and the
rules of play, it is possible to identify
similarities, and differences, and hence
evaluate the relative merits of seem-
ingly different games.
Importantly, Ludo offers two new
features which make it a real game,
and extremely different from the luck-
race of Snakes and Ladders that is
totally controlled by the dice.
First, each player has four coun-
ters. The game is not finished until
one player has succeeded in
moving all of his or her coun-
ters from start to end. When
the dice is rolled, the player
can choose (usually) which
of his or her counters
will be the counter that
will be moved —
player choice.
Second, if a
player’s counter
moves, and
ends on the
same board-
square as
t h e
B = 1: body
H = 2: head
L = 3: legs (six required)
E = 4: eyes (two required)
F = 5: feelers (two required)
T = 6: tail
Players can draw a body (or collect a body-piece, if they
use the published version) when a 1 is rolled. Obviously
players need to roll six 3s, so the beetle ends up with six
legs. Alternatively after rolling one 3, draw, or collect 3 legs;
but then another 3 needs to rolled to complete all six of the
legs.
Obviously a ‘tail’ on a ‘beetle’ is far-fetched. A mouth or
proboscis is better (as in the plastic version I have, and in
Lovitt and Lowe, 1993, pp. 166–175: this is an excellent
resource for dice-rolling and other probability investiga-
tions).
In neither of these luck-races is there anything like a
‘ladder’, and not even a board, or a moving counter. But
they are still not games. Nor do they have much mathe-
matics in them, although the experience of rolling and
rolling to get six 3s can be instructive. Modify the rules for
Beetle so that each player can choose his or her own
number-code for the beetle-parts, e.g. 1 = Leg, 2 = Tail. That
should provoke valuable arguments over which number is
hardest to roll. But although this makes the experience
mathematically worthwhile, it is not yet a game.
Looking further for a way of turning a Snakes and
Ladders activity into a real game, consider Ludo (which also
exists in published variants with names such as Headache,
and Trouble). Like Snakes and Ladders a dice is rolled, and
the dice result is used to move a counter from a start posi-
tion to an end position. But unlike Snakes and Ladders, the
pathway from start to end has no lucky advantages, such as
ending a move at the bottom of a ladder, and no unlucky
dangers, such as landing on the mouth of a snake. Instead
there is simply a fixed path to be traversed.
The Horse Race simulation (Lovitt and Lowe, 1993, pp.
94–107) is just such a modification of the Snakes and
Ladders playing board, eliminating the obstacles entirely.
Each player/horse, simply has to take turns rolling a dice
until a cumulative total of 100 has been achieved. Clearly
this is a ‘simulation’, and not a ‘game’. 
The benefit of using a number-line or race-board for
showing the cumulative total of rolled numbers is
obvious, but a simple pencil and paper method can
also be used. 
We could modify the Snakes and Ladders board
in other ways, changing the obstacles, or incor-
porating longer side-branches which may
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counter of an opponent,
the opponent’s counter
is forced to
return to the
start — player
interaction.
In some versions
of Ludo, players roll two dice,
and use the number on one
dice for one of their counters,
and the other dice number for
another counter, or can add the
numbers and use the total for just one
counter. Typically no
player can move a
counter from the
zero-start position
into the board,
unless a 6 is rolled.
This is one of the
situations that inad-
vertently misleads
people into thinking
that some numbers
are harder to roll
than others (e.g.
Green, 1983.)
As an intriguing
example of a way of
modifying a Snakes and Ladders
activity, consider Pig, or Greedy Pig
(Flavel, Lovitt & Williams, 1997:
Gough, 1997). This is a luck-race to
reach 100, but it includes a subtle
element of player choice.
Players take turns, using a single
dice. When it is your turn, you roll
the dice again and again, each time
adding the new number rolled to the
temporary total for this turn. At any
stage in your turn you can choose to
stop rolling, and this finishes your
turn. You then add the current tempo-
rary total score for your turn to your
own cumulative total. However, if you
roll a 1, your turn goes bust, and you
score 0 for this turn (adding nothing
to your cumulative total). The first
player to reach a total score of 100 is
the winner.
This game can also be played with an entire class of
students. To start a turn, all the students stand up. The dice
is rolled. If the result is not a 1, all the students will
have achieved whatever the dice result may be. The
dice will then continue to be rolled, each time
adding the new result to the current total for the
turn. However each student may choose to sit down, before
the dice is rolled again. When a student decides to sit, the
student writes down the current cumulative total for this
turn, and adds it to his or her overall total score. Students
may continue standing as long as they like, roll after roll.
But if any roll results in 1, all the students still left standing
score 0 for that turn. Otherwise a turn ends when no
students remain standing. As before,
first to 100 wins the whole game.
This raises the intriguing mathe-
matical question: how long should
you remain standing in a turn to
make an optimum score in the long
run?
Discussing the game Beetle, Lovitt
and Lowe ask the equivalent question:
‘How many rolls will it take to get a
6?’ (1993, p. 172). They suggest
answering this through experimental
investigation, or computer simulation
— a valuable activity. They also say
that ‘theoretically… the distribution
of the number of failures before a
success is a geometric distribution with expected value (or
mean) equal to the probability of a failure divided by the
probability of a success’ (1993, p. 172). While I am sure this
is correct, it hardly satisfies as a mathematical explanation,
and far exceeds what can be understood in a primary class-
room.
Centenniel (also known as Martinetti, or
Ohio) is a three-dice game which resembles Beetle,
or Collect All Six, but uses competitive
player interaction (The Way to Play, p.
164). Perhaps a better name would be
Make a Dozen, or Catch Twelve,
because the ‘hundred’ idea of
Centenniel does not fit with the idea of
the game, and a good game-name should fit what
the game is about. Apart from anything else, it helps
players to learn the game, because the name constantly
reminds them about the object of the game. Rather like
Beetle, this is a race to make a complete collection, but this
time collecting the numbers from 1 to 12. Players take turns;
in each turn a player rolls the three dice. The player then
This raises the
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attempts to use one or more of the dice to make the next
required number, starting at 1, and building up to 12, in
that order. 
For example, if a player rolls 2, 3 and 5, but the player
has not yet collected a 1, none of these dice can be used,
and the player’s turn ends. However, if the player has already
collected a 1, then the player can obviously use the 2, and
then, in the same turn, the 3, to collect the next two
numbers. That will end then player’s turn. When the player
gets another turn the player will hope to be able to make a
4 out of the three rolled dice (and if that is possible, maybe
a 5, also; and if that is possible, maybe a 6, as well).
Another example may help. Suppose the
player has already collected 1, 2 and 3, and
coincidentally rolls 1, 2, and 3,
then the player is able to collect a
4 (which is the next number
needed), because 4 = 3 +1. The player
can then, in the same turn, collect a 5,
because 2 + 3 = 5. Having achieved this,
the player can then immediately collect 6,
because 1 + 2 + 3 = 6. Lucky player!
At the end of a player’s turn, if the
player has overlooked a possible use for one of the dice-
numbers he or she has rolled, any other player can object,
which is shown by raising a hand. The first player to do so
can then explain how the overlooked number might have
been used (to justify the allegation that it was overlooked),
and if this is successfully demonstrated, the objector can
claim the unused number. This is only possible if the
objector can immediately use that overlooked number to
add to his or her collection.
Mathematically this becomes even better mental practice
of number combinations, with more scope for mental
fumbling, and player interaction) if the collecting goal is the
set of numbers from 1 to 18 (three 6s); or, better still if four
dice are used, aiming to collect two dozen (four 6s).
A simpler version, sometimes called Chicago (The Way
to Play, p. 164), uses two dice, with players aiming to roll
the numbers 2, 3, …, 11, 12 (all the possible additions of two
dice rolls), in turn. That is, players roll, hoping each time to
be able to add to their successive collection of numbers
from 2 to 12. This is unlikely to have any scope for player
objection, or interaction.
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